Abstract 2014 We study the swelling of one very large molecule made of N monomers in a mixture of a good solvent and shorter polymers of P units of the same chemical species. All the macromolecules are branched. The total concentration is larger than the contact concentration C* of the short chains. When P decreases, the radius of gyration of the probe chain crosses-over from a N 1/3 behaviour typical of concentrated solutions to a N 1/2 law characteristic of dilute solutions. The cross-over occurs around a value P* ~ N5/6. The monomer correlation functions are also studied.
labelled, and has N monomers while all the others are not labelled and have P elements. We will only look at the case when P is smaller than or equal to N.
When P and N are the same order, we have a conventional melt, which we studied previously [3] : the structure of the labelled chain is condensed, and its radius of gyration R varies as where I is the step length (we restrict our attention to the case where the dimension of space is 3). On the other hand, when P is of order unity, we have a dilute solution of the large macromolecule in what we suppose to be a good solvent. Then the structure of the chain is swollen, and we have instead of (1) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In this paper we would like to study the swelling of the large probe chain when the molecular weight of the matrix is decreased.
Another point of interest lies in the interpenetration of the molecules when P is varied. Here again in the two limits considered above one can see very easily that in a conventional melt, as shown by relation (1) , there is no interpenetration of the different molecules [2] , whereas when P is of order unity the solvent penetrates completely the large chain. So it might be interesting to look at the gradual interpenetration of the chains during the swelling of the probe molecule.
In section 2 we will summarize the properties of solutions of monodispersed branched chains in the more general case when they are made of both biand trifunctional units. The parameters then are the monomer concentration C (or rather the volume fraction 0 = Cl') and the activity A 2 of the trifunctional units [1, 3] . Section 3 deals with the swelling of a large chain in a melt made of smaller molecules when their size P is decreased. The generalization to a semi-dilute solution, where the matrix is a mixture of small chains and a good solvent is given in section 4. Throughout the paper by molecule, chain, polymer, ..., unless otherwise specified, we will always mean branched structures. [4] for the usual three dimensional polymers, to which we restrict our attention here. Relation (3) is basically valid as long as the monomer concentration is less than the « contact » concentration C*, when the distance between centres of gravity of neighbour chains is of the order of the radius of a chain :
The regimes of interest in this paper are those more concentrated than C*. 1) For concentrations between C* and the overlap concentration C (region III in figure 1 (4) . We get and, from (3) where 0 = Cl' is the volume fraction.
Note that at C*, gc is of the order of P, and the concentration blob is the whole molecule. On Fig. 1 ing. - We first restrict our attention to the case A = I.
The polymers are thus made of trifunctional units only. When N -P, the configuration is condensed and has been described above. The radius of gyration is and the different molecules do not overlap.
On the other hand, when P N, we may consider the short chains as a solvent. We suppose the monomers to be a good solvent of the large chain. For larger solvent molecules, with P monomers, there is a screening of the excluded volume effect. The free energy of the probe molecule may be written [11, 12, 14] :
and, minimizing (12) we find for the radius when the size P of the solvent molecules is increased, there is a deswelling of the probe chain. The crossover between the dilute behaviour and the melt behaviour is obtained by comparing (11) to (13) : We find a cross-over value for P 3 .1. 2 Local behaviour. -If the small molecules are larger than P*, the excluded volume interaction is screened out, and the behaviour of the probe chain is the same as in a melt (relation (11) ( 15' ) and thus ( 15) are valid only as long as n &#x3E; N. We note that for parts with N elements the structure is indeed condensed : from ( 15) Note that these experiments are much easier to perform than the equivalent ones on linear polymer chains. In the latter case, the cross-over length P* varies as N 1/2 [13, 14] where gc and C;c are the number of elements and the size of a concentration blob (relations (6)). In fact, the only difference between this case and the one studied in section 3.1 lies in the nature of what is taken as a statistical unit. Whereas in last section, it was the monomer, here it is rather the concentration blob with size C;c that has to be used as a renormalized segment [3] . Once this has been recognized, one has just to generalize the results of section 2.1. For instance the cross-over between the swollen and condensed regimes is found from relation (14) : and thus the cross-over length above which the probe chain is swollen is, using relation (6') All the results in section 2.1 may be generalized in the same straightforward way. We summarize them.
When the size of the probe chain is large (N &#x3E; N [13, 14] : in the equivalent problem for linear polymers, the cross-over value for N between a swollen and an ideal behaviour varies as
Thus from an experimental point of view, it is much easier to reach the cross-over with branched polymers than with linear chains [18] . On 
